


“We must succeed. This is our

experiment. We shall not fail the

nation and the silent demand of the

innocent children growing under our

care to make a cultural history of

the morrow”– Swami Chinmayananda



Bharath’s third education policy - 2020



To design Bharath a Global Knowledge Super Power

Rooted in Indian ethos

An equitable and vibrant knowledge society

High quality education to all

NEP - GKSP



NEP 2020 - 1st Education policy of the 21st century.

Proposes the revision and revamping of all aspects of the education

structure.

Emphasis on the development of the creative potential of each

individual.

Aims at paving way for transformational reforms in Vidyalayas and

higher education system in the country.

INTRODUCTION



 To rectify poor literacy and numeracy.

 Restructure the Curriculum and Pedagogy.

 Focus on Early Childhood Care and Education.

 Reforms the Assessment and Exams.

 Bring out the genius inherent in every individual that facilitates personality

development.

 Develop scientific temper from young age.

Transformational reforms



The Current 10+2 system is replaced with 5+3+3+4
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Foundation Stage



Early Childhood Care & Education
– Foundation to learning

• First eight years - Growth & development in all dimensions
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Early Childhood Care & Education
– Foundation to learning

• Learning trajectories – converge at the age of eight

• Adapt to structured learning



Foundation to learning  

• Age 0 - 3 - Primarily at home/ creches

• Age 3 - 6 - Pre school Education

• Age 6 – 8 - Early Primary Education



• Health

• Safety

• Nutrition

Infant Stimulation
• Playing
• Music
• Sounds
• Sense Organ

0 – 3 years

Primarily at home 

 Physical

 Motor

 Socio- emotional

 Cognitive

 Communication

 Early Language

 Emergent literacy

 Numeracy

Domain Development



Organised 
Institutional 

Settings

3 – 6

Early Childhood 
Programmes 

Balavatikas

(3 – 4)
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(4 – 5)

6 – 8
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• Health

• Safety

• Care

• Nutrition

• Self Help skills
• Motor skills
• Hygiene
• Handling Anxiety
• Physical

Development
• Good Habits

3 – 8 years

Vidyalaya Settings



Supervised play 
based Education

Nurtures & 
develop

Innate abilities

Capacities

Vidyalaya Settings

 Curiosity

 Creativity

 Critical

 Co-operation

 Social Interaction

 Empathy

 Compassion



• Urgent pre-requiste to learning

• Awareness of one’s environment

Foundational Literacy & Numeracy
 Alphabet

 Languages

 Numbers

 Counting

 Colours

 Shape

 Drawing/painting

 Indoor & outdoor play

 Puzzles

 Logical thinking

 Art

 Craft

 Music & movement



Foundational Literacy & Numeracy
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Multi - faceted

Play - based

Activity - based

Discovery - based



• Every child in the age range of 3 – 8 years must have to free, safe,

high quality, developmentally – appropriate ECCE by year 2025

• Quality of ECCE

Greatest & powerful equalizer

Regardless birth & background

Participate & flourish in educational system through out lives

• Best investment for its country’s future

NEP 2020 Goal



Best chance 
to grow 

Good ethical Thoughtful Creative Empathetic Productive

High Quality ECCE



Rationale for ECCE

• Rapid brain development

• Critical importance

Cognitive

Socio – emotional

Early 8 years



• Foundation for life long learning & development

• Key determinant & quality of adult life

• Efforts to improve early child development are an investment, not a cost

Rationale for ECCE

Early childhood



• Promotes

Long term economic growth of Nation

Target the development of the health

Cognitive skills for the future

Rationale for ECCE

Investing in Quality 
Early Education



Invest in

Accessible and quality ECCE for all children

Proper over sight and right regulation

Ensure high quality, developmentally appropriate stimulation for all

children.

Rationale for ECCE

Don’t just invest on 

your child; Also 

invest in your child”



Emphasizes on intra & inter personal skills

Panchakosha Vikas (five – fold development)

ENLIGHTENED INDIAN PERSPECTIVES



ENLIGHTENED INDIAN PERSPECTIVES



ENLIGHTENED INDIAN PERSPECTIVES
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Baudhik Vikas - Cognitive expansion

Sharirik Vikas -
Physical fitness

Chaitsik Vikas –
Turning the awareness inwards

Pranik Vikas –
Balance and retention of energy

Manasik Vikas –
Mind set



‘PLAY MODE’ – The Unique Feature

 Active fun filled learning process

 Reading

 Writing

 Number operation



 Active engagement of learners with concepts and instructional

materials

 Hands on and experiential learning

 Manipulation of materials and objects

Activity - based



Core Concepts

Alphabets NumbersLanguages



Counting Colours Shapes

Core Concepts



Drawing Painting

Core Concepts



PIONEERS & THINKERS – Key Thoughts in Education

Jyotiba Phule and Savithri Bhai Phule

 Ensured social justice in

education

 Jyotiba Phule - argued for

the expansion and

strengthening primary

education with the

school curriculum



PIONEERS & THINKERS – Key Thoughts in Education

 Education is the manifestation

of true perfection already

latent in human beings

 Holistic preparation of the

body, mind and spirit.



PIONEERS & THINKERS – Key Thoughts in Education

 Formulated a curriculum

called Pre-Basic Education for

children less than six years.

 Learning was based on the 3Hs -

Heart, Hand and Head.



PIONEERS & THINKERS – Key Thoughts in Education

 Stressed the idea of integral

education – cognitive, physical,

mental & spiritual

 Integration of traditional and

modern idea

 Creative & free learning

environment Shri Aurobindo



PIONEERS & THINKERS – Key Thoughts in Education

 Purpose of education is to

 bring about freedom & love

 flowering of goodness

 complete transformation

of society

 Educating the whole person



PIONEERS & THINKERS – Key Thoughts in Education

Ensured social justice

in education

Holistic education

3Hs Idea on 

freedom

Emphasis on 

nature



PIONEERS & THINKERS – Key Thoughts in Education

Manifesting divinity already 

inherent in us



Evolution of Early Childhood Care & Education in India

Focused on the learning of values and social skills



PIONEERS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Gijubhai Badheka

Tara bhai Modak

• Story- based

curriculum

Child -centered approach to the

care and education of young

children

Education must be imparted in the

child's mother tongue

Connected with child's social and

cultural environment



EARLY EDUCATION IN INDEPENDENT INDIA
 Central Social Welfare Board(1953) supported the

establishment of 'Balawadis’

 Provide integrated education

 Health & care for families and community

 Kothari Commission of 1964 established Pre-

school centres



INTEGRATED CHILD DEVELOPMENT SCHEME(1975)

 33 experiment blocks in the country

 Focus from welfare - based to development- based

services as considering children as a national

resource

 Anganwadi provide

 Health, education and nutrition to

children less than 6 years old, mothers and



INTEGRATED CHILD DEVELOPMENT SCHEME(1975)

Six services: 

 Supplementary nutrition 

 Pre-school education

 Nutrition and health education

 Immunization

 Health checkups 

 Referral services



APPELLATE AUTHORITY OF ECCE 

 National Council of Educational

Research and Training (NCERT)

 National Institute of Public

Cooperation and Child Development

( NIPCCD )



THE LAST TWO DECADES(2006 – 2025)

First policy exclusively for 

children



THE LAST TWO DECADES(2006 – 2025)
 2019

 NCERT developed a pre-school curriculum for

3 years of Pre- School Education along with

guidelines .

 NEP 2020

 Articulates a very clear goal - every child in

the age range of 3-8 years must have access

to free, safe, high quality, developmentally

appropriate childhood care and education



CURRENT STATE
 Great potential, yet unfulfilled-learning

crisis

 Fail to attain basic skills.

 Lack of suitable pre school options.

 Deficiencies in our children-marked as advantaged & 

non advantaged group.

 Diverse Institutional Settings

 Pre School education relatively light.

 Accurate data(anecdotal & observation evidence) in 

private sector not available.

 Lack of readiness competencies in primary education.



CURRENT STATE
 Unregulated Private pre- schools space to

standarise the quality of ECCE

 Low enrolment and attendance ratio

compared to primary schools.

 Human resource-staffing inadequate.

 Lack of nutrition under 5years.

 Learning outcomes

 Focus on achievement of educational outcomes 

inadequate.



THE WAY FORWARD – NEP 2020

• Overcome challenge with strong investment

• With quality, early childhood development care

and education no later than 2030



Wonderful learning opportunities & critical 

starting points

 Choose topics from child’s emotion and 

interest

Best ways to educate children

 Action and direct observation

Effective teaching-learning

 Alert teacher – engaged in play and other 

activities.

Learning and Development

OTHER IDEAS – TEACHING & LEARNING FOR ECCE



Concept of Spiral Curriculum

 Complex ideas can be simple.

 Learn more through concrete experiences.

 Revisited levels of gradually increasing difficulty.

 Representation modes-picture

based/language/symbol based

 Repeat the same theme or topic-early years

curricula –same set of children through

different experiences –full 3 years

 Open the way for sensorial and practical

OTHER IDEAS – TEACHING & LEARNING FOR ECCE



INSIGHTS – ELEMENTS INVOLVED IN CLASSROOM

PLAY RHYMES MOVEMENT

ART ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF CHILD



“A single ideal can transform a

listless soul into a towering leader

among men”– Swami Chinmayananda




